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Summary.-The cell population kinetics of the transmissible venereal tumour of
the dog was studied at two different stages of tumour growth using the labelled
mitoses technique. At the first stage the tumours were growing with a doubling
time of about 4 days; at the second stage their growth rate was limited, probably by
an immune reaction on the part of the host, to a doubling time greater than 20 days.

Labelling of the tumour cells was found to be extremely heterogeneous throughout
the tumour. Mitotic figures, however, were present in well labelled as well as in
poorly labelled fields, suggesting that thymidine did not reach all regions of the
tumour nodules. The data were therefore analysed assuming that the cells in well
labelled areas were representative of the total cell population in the neoplasm. The
timing of the cell cycle was found to be similar in the rapidly growing tumours and
in those growing more slowly. It is concluded that the slowing of growth was due
to a considerable increase in the rate of cell loss as a result of the immune reaction.

THE transmissible venereal tumour
(TVT) is a naturally occurring coitally
transmitted neoplasm of the dog which
affects the external genitalia of both sexes
(Karlson and Mann, 1952). It is experi-
mentally transplantable to allogeneic hosts
and was in fact used in the first recorded
successful experimental transplantation of
tumours (Novinsky, 1876). The malig-
nancy of this tumour is very variable
(DeMonbreun and Goodpasture, 1934;
Rust, 1949; Prier and Johnson, 1964;
Higgins, 1966) but it can grow progres-
sively, metastasize and kill the host
(Higgins, 1966). In most cases, however,
the tumour is localized and after initial
rapid growth its increase in size is slow.
In a proportion of naturally occurring
TVT cases, as well as in animals to which
the tumour has been transplanted experi-
mentally, spontaneous regression may
occur (Sticker, 1906; Karlson and Mann,
1952).

The present study describes an investi-
gation of the cell population kinetics of
the TVT using the technique of labelled
mitoses. It was designed to investigate
the kinetic response of a tumour to growth
limitation probably caused by an immune
response.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Two 4-year-old Jack Rusell male dogs
were injected subcutaneously at the same
time with approximately 6 x 1i0 dye-exclud-
ing TVT cells in each of 13 different sites of
the lateral thoracic and abdominal wall.
The tumour was obtained from a 3-year-old
male Labrador dog which contracted the
disease in Malaya. The primary tumour was
located at the base of the penis and appeared
as a nodular lump. Histological examina-
tion, chromosome analysis (Wright et al.,
1970-recorded by them as " Dog 21 ") and
the successful transplantation of the neo-
plasm confirmed the clinical diagnosis.

Single cell suspensions were prepared by
* Present address: Department of Microbiology, Tel Aviv University, Herzel Street 155, Tel Aviv, Israel.
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the trypsinization of solid fragments at
370 C. Trypsin was used as a 0.25% solution
in Hank's buffered salt solution (pH 7.2-7.4)
to which a few drops of a 0-02% solution of
deoxyribonuclease in Hank's solution were
added. The viability of the suspension was
in excess of 90% as assessed by trypan blue
exclusion.

The recipient dogs (No. 100 and 101) were
littermates each weighing about 7 kg. They
were inspected daily after implantation and
the size of all tumour nodules was measured
at intervals from 14 days after implantation
until the start of the labelling experiment.
Three perpendicular diameters of the nodules
were measured and after allowing for a double
1-5 mm skin thickness the tumour volume
was calculated as 7r/6 (mean diameter)3.

Dog 100 was injected with tritiated
thymidine at 22 days after implantation
when the tumours were growing rapidly.
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FIG. 1.-Mean growth curves for tumours
growing in the 2 dogs up to the time of
thymidine administration. The broken
line indicates the theoretical growth curve
for a tumour with a constant potential
doubling time of 2 days and with no cell
loss.

Dog 101 was given thymidine at 45 days when
a marked decrease in tumour growth rate
had been observed (Fig. 1). The thymidine
labelling experiments were performed essen-
tially as described by Steel, Adams and
Barrett (1966) and Owen and Steel (1969).
Each dog was injected intravenously with
3 mCi of tritium-labelled thymidine (thymi-
dine-6-T(n) TRK61, specific activity in
excess of 10 Ci/mM, Radiochemical Centre,
Amersham). Following intramuscular injec-
tion of 0-25 ml of acetylpromazine (Boots
Pure Drug Co. Ltd., Nottingham) and 50 mg
of pethidine (Roche Ltd., Welwyn Garden
City), tumour biopsies were taken under local
anaesthesia using 2 ml of 1% Xylocaine
(Astra-Hewlett Ltd., Watford). The tumour
tissue was fixed after removal in 10%
neutral formol saline, embedded in paraffin
wax, cut at 4 ,u and autoradiographed by
the dipping technique using Ilford K5
emulsion (Lord, 1963). The slides were
exposed for 3 months, developed and stained
with haematoxylin and eosin. Longer expo-
sure times were not used because after 3
months the concentration of silver grains
over some nuclei made the recognition of
mitosis difficult. Autoradiographs were
examined at an overall magnification of
x 1125 (oil immersion) and a grain count of
5 or more was taken as the labelling criterion.
For the labelled mitoses curves 150 to 200
mitotic figures were examined per point.

RESULTS
Heterogeneity of thymidine labelling

On microscopic examination the
tumours had a uniform appearance both
within each tumour and from one tumour
to another. The TVT cells were densely
packed, the tumours contained little
stroma and the number of tumour cells
per microscopic field was similar in all
sections. In some ofthe tumours removed
from Dog 101 a few infiltrating mono-
nuclear cells and pyknotic TVT cells were
present but no necrotic areas could be
observed.

Preliminary examination of the auto-
radiographs from both dogs showed that
in some areas a high proportion of the
tumour cells were labelled whereas in
others only very few labelled cells per
microscopic field were present. Mitotic
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Fia. 2.-An example of the spatial distributions of labelled cells and mitotic figures in a tumour

nodule. The open circles indicate Poisson distributions having the same means as the experimental
distributions. The number of cells per field was approximately 200.

figures, however, were present in both well
labelled and poorly labelled areas. No
difference was observed in the vascular
supply to well labelled and poorly labelled
regions. It seemed that the tritium-
labelled thymidine was not incorporated
into all the cells in the tumour nodules
even though the cells were actively pro-
liferating, as judged by the presence of
the mitotic figures.

In order to examine this finding in
detail, the spatial distributions of labelled
cells and mitotic figures were studied in 2
different tumour nodules from each dog
(Fig. 2). The following conclusions were
drawn: (a) the distributions of the mitotic
figures in all 4 tumours had variance
values which were close to their mean;
(b) the distributions of the mitotic figures
in 3 out of 4 tumours were well fitted by
Poisson distributions having the same
mean values. By contrast, the variance
of the distributions of the labelled cells
was between 7-7 and 13-5 times the mean
and the discrepancy between the distri-
butions of labelled cells and a Poisson
distribution was considerable. Since both
mitotic activity and thymidine labelling
reflect the proliferative activity of the
tumour cells, one would expect the spatial

distributions of the mitotic figures and
labelled cells to be similar. The non-
random spatial distribution of labelled
cells suggests that not all cells which
actively engaged in DNA synthesis incor-
porated tritiated thymidine.

Cell population kinetics of the transmissible
venereal tumour

In order to obtain the time parameters
of the mitotic cycle, the proportion of
labelled mitoses was recorded in the
tumour biopsies taken at intervals after a
single injection of thymidine. Prelimi-
nary studies showed that in each animal
the first peak of labelled mitoses reached
only 50-70% and the curveo7showed heavy
damping. The slides were therefore
recounted using the following procedure.
The slides were uniformly scanned for
mitotic figures, which were recorded as
labelled or unlabelled in the usual way.
Each mitosis was then placed in the centre
of a high-power microscopic field contain-
ing on average 25 cells and the number of
labelled cells visible was recorded. When
counting was completed, the fields were
divided into 2 categories-well labelled
(more than 5 labelled cells per field) and
poorly labelled (5 or fewer labelled cells
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FIG. 3. Labelled mitoses curves for tumours
from Dogs 100 (top) and 101 (bottom).
The theoretical curves were calculated by
the method of Steel and Hanes (1971) to the
data for well labelled tumour regions.

per field). Approximately 30 of mitotic
figures fell into the well labelled category.
When labelled mitoses curves for these
2 categories of field were plotted, it was

found that they differed considerably. In
well labelled regions good first peaks were

obtained (Fig. 3); in poorly labelled
regions the first peaks did not exceed
40 0. This was taken to support the
hypothesis that thymidine had failed to
label all cells undergoing DNA synthesis
and that this phenomenon severely dis-
torted the overall labelled mitoses curve.

In face of this distortion, it is difficult
to draw any firm conclusions about the
timing of the mitotic cycle. If, however,

it can be assumed that thymidine was
accessible to all cells within the well
labelled fields then the labelled mitoses
curve found for such fields can be taken
to be undistorted by limited thymidine
penetration. On the assumption that
this is the case, the data for the well
labelled fields were analysed by the
technique of Steel and Hanes (1971).

TABLE I. Cell Kinetic Parameters for the
Transmissible Venereal Tumour of the

so Dog at Two Intervals after Transplantation
Dog No. 100 101

Time of thymidine
administration after
transplantation
Volume (loubling time

Labelling index*
AMedian dtlrationt of G2

S
G,

wN-hole cycle

22 days. 45 days
* 4 days. greater than

20 days
. 27% . 29%
. 4-9 5-5

16 20
* (20) (10)
. (40) (35)

* Labelling iindex of well labelled regions in
tumours removed at 1, 3 and 6 hours after thymidine
administration.

t Values given in hours. Bracketed numbers
apply only to the theoretical curve of Fig. 3 which
at the secon(d peaks are a poor fit to the data.

The best-fitting theoretical curves simu-
late the first peaks well but in both series
of tumours the second peaks are poorly
fitted, the data tending to fall below the
theoretical curves. Possible reasons for
such a discrepancy have been discussed by
Steel (1972). In general, this situation
results from a preferential loss of labelled
proliferating cells, either within the tumour
in vivo or in the autoradiographic sense
of labelled cells falling below the grain
count threshold and no longer being
scored as labelled. The parameters of
the best-fitting labelled mitoses curves
are given in Table I. For Dogs 100 and
101 the median estimates for G2 are
similar (4.9 and 5-5 hours) but there is a
suggestion of a slightly longer S duration
in Dog 101 (20 hours compared with 16
hours). In view of the small number of
experimental points this difference is
barely significant. Because of the uncer-
tainty about the shape of the second peaks
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of the labelled mitoses curves, it is not
possible to draw firm conclusions about
the mean duration of G1 or of the whole
mitotic cycle. The important observa-
tion, however, is that there is no tendency
for the points beyond the first peak in Dog
101 (the more slowly growing tumours)
to suggest a longer mitotic cycle than in
Dog 100. If anything these points are
higher in Dog 101 than in Dog 100, thus
implying a shorter cell cycle (the labelled
mitoses curve should settle down to a
final level given by the ratio of the mean
S phase duration to the mean cell cycle
duration). It may therefore be concluded
that although the data do not conform to a
simple mathematical model, they never-
theless give no evidence for an increase
in the duration of the cell cycle between
small rapidly-growing and large almost
stationary tumours.

Calculations of growth fraction (Men-
delsohn, 1962) can be made only if reliable
estimates of the initial labelling index of
the cell population are available. Well
labelled fields in tumours from both dogs
had labelling indices of about 28% and
this may be taken as an upper limit. A
lower limit is given by the results of
Wright et al. (1970) who labelled cell
suspensions from 13 naturally occurring
cases of TVT by incubation with tritiated
thymidine and observed an average label-
ling index of about 15%. Estimates of
growth fraction on the basis of these
figures would lie in the range 35 to 65%,
with no evidence for a difference between
the 2 dogs.

If calculations of potential doubling
time (Steel, 1968) are based on the
labelling data for well labelled fields, then
these also give similar results for the 2
dogs (Tpot about 1X7 days). Thus, between
the tumours from the 2 dogs there is no
evidence for a difference in cell production
rate despite the large difference in observed
growth rate. The implication is that
between the 2 stages of growth there was a
considerable increase in the rate of cell
loss. In tumours from Dog 100 the
estimates of cell loss factor (Steel, 1968)

are below 50%; in tumours from Dog 101
they exceed 80 or 90%, depending very
much on the estimate of volume doubling
time.

DISCUSSION
The technique of labelling mitoses has

been widely used in cell kinetic studies of
neoplasms and is based on the assumption
that all cells which synthesize DNA during
the few minutes following an injection
of tritiated thymidine will become labelled
(Quastler and Sherman, 1959; Mendelsohn;
Dohan and Moore, 1960; Denekamp,
1970). In the present investigations,
however, the labelling of cells throughout
the tumours was extremely heterogeneous.
In some areas a high proportion of cells
were labelled, in other areas very few
labelled cells could be seen. By contrast,
mitotic figures were present in all areas
and apparently randomly distributed in
the sections.

Heterogeneity of thymidine labelling
in tumours is commonly observed (Men-
delsohn et al., 1960; Kligerman, Heiden-
reich and Greene, 1962; Tannock, 1968)
and in view of the morphological hetero-
geneity of many tumours it is not surpris-
ing. What is remarkable is the failure of
tritiated thymidine to label cells in regions
of a tumour that show mitotic activity.
So far as we are aware, the only previous
report of such an observation (also in
canine tumours) is that of Owen and Steel
(1969). The main difficulty in estab-
lishing the existence of such a phe;nomenon
is that in an autoradiograph there are
always some cells that have a low grain
count and which might be scored as
labelled if the autoradiographic exposure
time were increased. In the present
experiments the exposure time was 3
months and it was judged that longer
exposures would have prevented some
heavily labelled cells being recognized in
mitosis. Our conclusion is not that
thymidine labelling was unobservable in
some proliferating regions but that in the
usual conditions for performing a labelled
mitoses experiment, labelling was not
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observed. The importance of this con-
clusion is that in the use of this type of
experiment, particularly on tumours in
domestic animals or in man, incomplete
thymidine labelling must be recognized as
a possible artefact.

In the present work, transplants of
the transmissible venereal tumour were
studied in a phase of active growth
(doubling time about 4 days) and also at
a time when growth had virtually ceased
(doubling time greater than 20 days).
There are good reasons for believing that
in this tumour the growth limitation is
caused by an immune reaction of the host
against the TVT cells (Sticker, 1906;
DeMonbreun and Goodpasture, 1934;
Powers, 1968; Cohen, 1971). A compari-
son of the results on Dog 101 with those
on Dog 100 therefore gives information
on the manner in which an immune
reaction might influence the kinetic state
of a growing population of tumour cells.
In view of the limited availability of
tritiated thymidine, our deductions cannot
be precise but the following conclusions
may be drawn.

Growth limitation of the transmissible
venereal tumour does not greatly influence
the timing of the mitotic cycle of tumour
cells. This is well established for G2 and S
and there was no evidence for a lengthen-
ing of G1 or the whole cell cycle in the
more slowly growing tumours. A similar
result has been found by Janik (1971)
and Janik and Steel (1972) who have
examined the kinetic changes of 4 different
tumours undergoing immunological attack:
Ehrlich ascites tumour transplanted into
rats and being rejected about 6 days later;
L5178Y lymphoma cells growing in DBA
mice with an enhanced immune response;
transplanted rat osteosarcoma and adeno-
carcinoma growing in immunized recip-
ients. The result is also reminiscent of
the finding of Frindel et al. (1967) that
there was little change in the timing of
the cell cycle during the growth and
gradual retardation of a not markedly
antigenic transplanted mouse tumour.

In the present work there is also no

evidence for a decrease in growth fraction
in the retarded tumours. The predomi-
nant mechanism of growth limitation
appears to be a considerable increase in
the rate of cell loss. The mechanism of
cell loss cannot be precisely identified but
in view of the non-necrotic and anaplastic
appearance of the tumours it must largely
be by the isolated death of cells throughout
the tumour.

This investigation was supported in
part by grants from the British Empire
Cancer Campaign for Research and the
Medical Research Council. The work
reported here was done during the tenure
of a Senior Harrison Watson Studentship
awarded to D.C. by Clare College, Cam-
bridge.
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